THE AfroCine PROJECT

"To bridge the huge content gap and improve on the systemic bias, in respect of the African continent, by getting real African stories and viewpoints into the mainstream. This will be achieved by making: articles, citations, images, videos, and data, about the historical and contemporary African cinema, theatre and arts, to be readily available and easily accessible, both online and offline, and in different languages."

The Problem?

• A Gap in the amount of content about Africa on Wikimedia projects.
  • Scarcity of Wikimedia contributors from Africa.
  • Low awareness of Wikipedia and other projects in Africa.

How to be part of this?

• Sign up on the meta page.
• Organize activities related to African cinema in your community.
• Join us for the “Month of African Cinema” Contest later in the year.

Visit: https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/The_AfroCine_Project

The AfroCine Project is a multi-country, multi-faceted WikiProject, designed by Sam Oyeyele, which aims to encourage the contribution of content that relates to the historical and contemporary cinema, theatre, and arts sectors of several African countries, the Caribbean and the diaspora to Wikimedia projects.